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than those of war. The non-violent method would have
meant no abject surrender. It would have confounded all
modern tactics of war, indeed rendered them of no use. The
new world order, which all dream of, would surely have been
found. I hold a new order to be impossible, if the war is
fought to a finish or mutual exhaustion leads t5 a patched-
up peace.
Let me, therefore, examine the argument advanced
in a letter received from a friend. Here it is:
"Two English friends, who admire you, say your appeal to
every Briton cannot have any effect just now. It is impossible to
expect the man in the street to do a complete rolte face with any
degree of understanding—indeed it is impossible for the under-
standing to do, as you say, without a foarf-belief in non-violence.
The time to mould a new world on your lines will be after the war*
They realize your way is the right one, but they say it needs endless
preparation and instruction and big leadership—none of which
they possess. Regarding India they say the attitude of the present
authority is deplorable. Long ago India should have been declared
as independent as Canada, and her people should be allowed
to work out their own constitution. But what they are extremely
perplexed about now is that you want absolute Independence
straightaway, and the next step you will take is cno further help
to Britain in the prosecution of war, surrender to Germany, and
opposition to her by non-violent means.* You must explain what
vou mean, in more detail so as to remove fbfs rai^ndCTstgyndiPg*
This is an honest reaction."
The appeal was intended to produce the effect now.
It could not come out of the mathematical calculation.
If the conviction could have come, action was an easy
matter. The mass mind responds under pressure. That the
appeal has not produced the intended result shows that
either my word has no power or that God has a purpose
of which we have no knowledge. The appeal has come from
an anguished heart. I could not suppress it. It was not
written for the moment. I am quite sure that it enunciates
a truth of eternal value.
If the ground is not prepared from now, there may
be no time left after a dismal termination of the war for

